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Build a Homebrew Radio Telescope
Explore the basics of radio astronomy with this easy to construct telescope.
Mark Spencer, WA8SME
Figure 1 — Radio
telescope system based
on TV dish antenna.

T

here are many ham radio related activities that provide a rich opportunity to
explore and learn more about the science of radio. One of those opportunities is
radio astronomy.
All matter emits radio frequency (RF)
energy dependent on the temperature and
makeup of the matter, including the matter
in space. The foundation of radio astronomy
is to study the heavens by collecting and
analyzing the RF energy that is emitted
by bodies in space, very much as optical
astronomers use light energy collected by
telescopes. It sounds complicated. While
professionals use very sophisticated and
expensive equipment, you can, with some
simple equipment and a little investment,
build a radio telescope that will allow you to
learn and explore the fundamentals of radio
astronomy.

A Homemade Radio Telescope
In this article, I will build on an existing
design of a radio telescope made from one of
those ubiquitous TV dish antennas that you
see around your neighborhood. The radio
telescope (RT) project described here can
easily be reproduced. Although this is not
a fully capable RT, it can provide a wonderful learning opportunity for you, or perhaps
students in your local school.
Figure 1 shows the radio telescope set up.
The major components include a modified
TV dish antenna mounted on a wooden support structure to allow pointing the antenna, a
commercial satellite signal strength detector
that displays the signal strength of signals
collected by the dish on a meter and an interface that converts the signal strength into a
amplitude modulated tone. The tone is fed
into a computer sound card and finally a
computer and software graphically displays
the signal strength as a function of time.
The TV dish modifications are structural,
and any available TV dish system can be
used. The signal strength detector costs
between $40 and $65 and is widely available
from Web retailers. The interface circuit,
which will be described shortly, is easily
duplicated and costs approximately $20.
Finally, the display software is free.

Figure 2 — Dual
LNB mount.
Note two coax
connectors.

Figure 3 — Homemade
plastic single LNB
mounting bracket.

What it Can Do
The following is just a sample of what
you can do with this simple RT:

Use the sun to study and determine the
beamwidth of the dish and verify the
mathematic formula that is used to predict
dish antenna performance.


Measure the radiation intensity of the
Sun and perhaps detect changes in solar
activity.

Measure the relative changes in the surface temperature of the moon.

Learn about and explore a common radio
astronomy collection technique called the
drift scan.
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